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Middle East and then, for the last 22 

years, in SE Asia, Marcus Osborne has 

been helping build the brands that 

guarantee long-lasting business success.

His company, Fusionbrand, has emerged 

as one of the leading brand consultancies 

in the region, providing a unique combination 

of insight and practical knowhow to help 

government agencies and businesses, 

large and small, achieve their goals. 

Marcus lives in Kuala Lumpur with his 

Malaysian-born wife and their three children.
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The era of mass-market advertising as the 

route to business success is over. For today’s 

CEO, it’s building the brand that counts. 

By cleverly exploiting the power of the 

internet and social media and creating a great 

customer experience, businesses in SE Asia 

can fight back against the global brands that 

are trying to dominate regional markets. 

Big budgets are no longer the decisive factor. 

The key, now, is understanding and engaging 

consumers, building relationships and training 

and inspiring staff to give customers what 

they want, when and how they want it. 

It’s about getting the thinking right, knowing 

how to make the most of your opportunities 

and paying close attention to detail. The result, 

for many businesses and government agencies, 

is the welcome discovery that they can save 

up to 50% of the money they have traditionally 

spent on marketing. 

In this inspiring, practical book, Marcus 

Osborne explains what needs to be done 

and demonstrates – with a mass of local and 

regional examples – how to set about doing it. 

‘At last, a book that makes sense of branding 
in the new world of social media’

Paul Berger, CEO, Arena Group,
Middle East & Asia

‘This is the book we’ve been waiting for… Read it before your 
competitors do’

Datuk Torstein Dale Sjotveit, CEO, Sarawak Energy Berhad

Why would you spend a million on advertising, when you can 

potentially save half the cost and achieve the same results? 

Marcus Osborne, author, brand consultant and energetically 

controversial blogger, knows more about the theory and practice 

of building successful brands than anyone else in SE Asia. Come 

with him, as he leads you through the steps that can put any 

company or government agency on the path to continuing success. 

There are no easy answers here, but this book is the most 

complete guide yet to surviving and thriving in the personalised, 

responsive age of post-advertising brand building.

‘Marcus Osborne’s wit and experience shine through on every page’ 
Prof Dr Nor Faridah Abdul Manaf,

IIUM Research Management Centre

‘An experienced understanding of what works and what doesn’t’
Bobby McGill, Editor-in-Chief, Branding in Asia
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Osborne_FullCover_FINAL.indd   1 27/01/2016   09:23Kuala Lumpur. 11th April 2016. Stop Advertising, Start Branding 
is the controversial new book by Malaysia based brand consult-
ant Marcus Osborne. It’s already attracted impressive reviews 
with one reviewer calling it “South East Asia’s business book of 
the year.”

Marcus Osborne says, “If you are spending more on advertising 
yet struggling for sales, it could be because you are still using 
the advertising driven tactics of the mass economy when compe-
tition was limited, there were few TV and radio channels, maga-
zines and billboards and visiting the cinema was not the positive 
experience it is today. 

He continues, “Today’s consumers are overwhelmed with data, 
information and choices. Malaysian households receive at least 
200 TV channels, 24 hours a day. There are more than 20 com-
mercial radio stations broadcasting up to 20 minutes of commer-
cials every hour, ads are on lampposts, shop lots, taxis and buses 
and billboards jostle for attention at every junction.”

“Such a barrage of messages does not include the more than 
40 billion web pages and 20 million blogs on the Internet, Face-
book, Instagram, Twitter and other social media and mobile 
games. How can a consumer’s mind process so much data? Ob-
viously it can’t. In fact it shuts much of it out which accounts for 
falling sales despite increased ad spend.”
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‘One of  Asia’s leading brand thinkers.’

- Dr. Keith Dinnie, Middlesex University Business School,
author of  Nation Branding: Concepts, Issues, Practice

‘Marcus Osborne’s long-awaited book redefines 
branding in Asia.’

- Prof  Amran Hamzah, Centre for Innovative Planning and 
Development,Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
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About the author. Marcus Osborne has lived and worked in Malaysia 
since 1994. He has helped build brands in Europe, the Middle East 
and South East Asia. His blog brandconsultantasia.com is the leading 
branding blog in Malaysia. Stop Advertising, Start Branding is his 
first book. He has written numerous articles for multiple publications 
and contributed a case study on the Malaysia Nation Brand to Nation 
Branding. Concepts. Issues. Practice. By Keith Dinnie.
Contact him at marcus@fusionbrand.com or +6 03 7954 2075.

Stop Advertising, Start Branding explains how to build a brand 
in this new environment. It’s about getting the fundamentals in 
place. Assuming your product or service is fit for purpose (and a 
lot are not) you start the brand building process by making sure 
your organization has clearly defined brand values that are real 
and achievable and can be articulated clearly to personnel and 
those personnel must be shown how to integrate those values 
into their every day operations.

Those personnel must know what is required of them to ensure 
the brand is able to deliver on any promises made time and 
time again, to different segments, all with different requirements 
for value and at every touch point. For many Malaysian compa-
nies, this requires a 180 degree change in management style 
and can be difficult, especially for companies who look at staff 
as a cost not an investment.

Once the organisation is ready the implementation really de-
pends on the industry. But new content must be constantly 
created and new tools and channels used properly. Millions of 
Malaysians use Facebook but most brands simply advertise or 
post images of the CEO at events. This is rarely the right ap-
proach because Facebook requires firms to engage consumers 
with compelling content that builds interest.

Stop Advertising, Start Branding explains that all the aware-
ness in the world doesn’t mean a thing unless it translates into a 
profitable customer. With plenty of local and international case 
studies the book shows that companies that focus strongly on 
building robust foundations for their brands, provide compel-
ling content and develop profitable relationships with custom-
ers are more likely to succeed. It won’t be as exciting or as `cool’ 
as commercials or huge billboards on the federal highway that 
500,000 people see each day, but it’ll be more profitable. 

‘An experienced 
understanding of  
what works and what 
doesn’t.’

- Bobby McGill, Editor-in-
Chief, Branding in Asia

‘A rare voice of  sanity 
and depth in the over-
hyped and shallow 
world of  branding in 
Asia.’

- Jeff McFarland, Director of  
Strategy (Greater China)
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